How Cecil Rhodes Fathered the Modern Globalist Movement: a Timeline

Driven by some of the wealthiest people of all time, a totalitarian one-world government by an elite, administered by the corporate-owned United Nations with the help of corporate owned NGOs, appears to be unstoppable.

The modern project for global governance by an elite goes back to Cecil
Rhodes.

Cecil John Rhodes (5 July 1853 – 26 March 1902) was a British businessman, mining magnate and politician in southern Africa who served as Prime Minister of the Cape Colony from 1890 to 1896, and oversaw the foundation of Rhodesia. One of Rhodes’ primary motivations in politics and business was his professed belief that the Anglo-Saxon race was, to quote his will, ‘the first race in the world’ (Wikipedia).

Secret Societies to Rule the World

1877 Cecil Rhodes writes at the age of 22 in a Confession of Faith:

‘Why should we not form a secret society with but one object the furtherance of the British Empire and the bringing of the whole uncivilised world under British rule for the recovery of the United States for the making the Anglo-Saxon race but one Empire.’

1887 Nathaniel Rothschild finances the establishment of De Beer mining company by Cecil Rhodes.

1888 In his third will, Rhodes leaves everything to ‘Lord Rothschild’, referring to ‘the matter discussed between us’. Several of Rhodes’ wills refer to secret societies, and to Lord Rothschild, but the final will sets out the terms for the Rhodes scholarships, administered by Rothschild. (The scholarships were intended to develop future leaders in the Rhodes mould)

1891 Cecil Rhodes, William Stead and Lords Esher, Rothschild, Salisbury, Rosebery and Milner drew up a plan for a secret society (the “Round Table”) that aims to bring all habitable portions of the world under their influence and control. (See New World Order: The Founding Fathers). The very next year,

1892 Baron Alphonse de Rothschild flies to New York for secret talks at the
headquarters of Standard Oil, owned by John D Rockefeller (described here).

Cecil Rhodes’ Round Table led to the founding in 1921 of both the US-based **Council on Foreign Relations** (CFR) and Chatham House in London, **Bilderberg** founded in 1954, the **Club of Rome** (1968) and the **Trilateral Commission** (1973). All of these organisations are dedicated to global governance, and there is extensive overlap in terms of the principle players. The same forces created the United Nations.

**The League of Nations and the United Nations**

See Henry Lamb’s fully referenced *The Rise of Global Governance*.

**1920** Founding of League of Nations by Woodrow Wilson, advised by Edward Mandell House, who had close links with John D. Rockefeller, Paul Warburg and J.P. Morgan, both of whom connected to the Rothschilds. (The League of Nations’ first undersecretary, Raymond B. Fosdick, was president of the Rockefeller Foundation for 13 years.) With the same adviser, or advisers, Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Bill (see *The Federal Reserve Cartel*.)

**1920** The League of Nations fails when US Senate refuses to ratify it. The next year,

**1921** The Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA, now Chatham House) in London, and the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in New York are founded with the financial backing of J. P. Morgan, Bernard Baruch, Otto Kahn, Jacob Schiff, Paul Warburg, and John D. Rockefeller. (Schiff had links to Rothschild, Warburg and Morgan),

**1932** Franklin D. Roosevelt is elected to the White House in 1932 (‘the CFR was to Roosevelt what Edward House was to Woodrow Wilson’, Henry Lamb). Two weeks after Pearl Harbor, Secretary of State Cordell Hull recommends the creation of a Presidential Advisory Committee on Post War Foreign Policy. Ten of the committee’s 14 members are members of the CFR.
1945 The Committee designed and FDR sold the United Nations to the 50 nations that came to the post-war San Francisco conference – there were 47 CFR members in the official U.S. delegation including John Foster Dulles and Nelson Rockefeller. John D. Rockefeller, Jr, donated a hefty $8 million dollars to buy the Manhattan site for the UN headquarters.

The United Nations has always been intended to be the mechanism by which global governance by a wealthy elite will be achieved.

According to Senator Barry Goldwater:

*The Senate approved the UN largely because it was assured by the State Department that the UN in no sense constituted a form of World Government and that neither the Senate nor the American people need be concerned that the United Nations or any of its agencies would interfere with the sovereignty of the United States or with the domestic affairs of the American People."

Five years later, in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, CFR member James Warburg said ‘We shall have world government whether or not you like it –by conquest or consent’.

1949 NATO founded: according to CFR member and CIA Director William Bundy, the CFR was responsible for ‘contributions to the framework of thinking that underlay the Marshall Plan and NATO’ (Peter Grose, p.38).

New organisations have been founded with the same goals, i.e. all dedicated to achieving a one-world government:

1954 Bilderberg: The CFR and Bilderberg then worked step by step towards the creation of the European Union (see Estulin’s *True Story of the Bilderberg Group* or...
Lendeman’s review.

1968 The Club of Rome – the heavy mob. It has two sibling organisations, the Club of Madrid and the Club of Budapest (see The Green Agenda: Club of Rome – Club of Budapest – Club of Madrid)

1973 Trilateral Commission, founded by David Rockefeller in order to bring together high ranking people politicians and business people from the US, Western Europe and Japan to plan one-world government.

The Club of Rome was likewise founded by David Rockefeller. Its members are actively and prominently engaged in activities which serve the globalist agenda, for example George Soros, a major sponsor of both colour revolutions and mass migration, and Bill Gates, a Malthusian heavily involved with the UN’s vaccination programme.

From its inception, the Club of Rome involved itself in crisis creation, playing a big part in the 1970s population scare, and exploring all the possibilities that first environmentalism and then ‘climate’ might offer.

‘The main purpose of the Club of Rome is to formulate crisis through which the world can be united under a world government.’ (Compleat Patriot).

Exploitation of the environmentalist movement, the idea of biodiversity taking precedence over the needs of humanity, and above all the wildly successful global warming scare, created and overseen by David Rockefeller, have allowed increased power to United Nations bureaucrats, and an ever-increasing role for corporate-owned non-government organisations.

1969 Paul Ehrlich publishes The Population Bomb

1971 Stockholm Earth Summit, organised by Rockefeller agent Maurice Strong
1977 David Rockefeller launches the Global Warming Scare

See Barbara McKenzie, ‘David Rockefeller Created and Drove the Global Warming Scare to Achieve One-World Government’

“In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. In their totality and in their interactions these phenomena do constitute a common threat which demands the solidarity of all peoples.” – Alexander King & Bertrand Schneider, The First Global Revolution (Club of Rome, 1991, p. 115).

See also:

You’ve Heard of John D Rockefeller But You’ll Never Guess Where His Father Is Buried: a close look at the Rockefeller family.

The NWO Globalist Agenda has details on the different branches of the Round Table. Likewise Wikipedia and their home pages, which cast a rosier light on their activities.